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dripfilodlia dripfilodlia.Q: SSIS Package - how to automate the Execute DDL step? While working on an SSIS package, I've encountered a situation where it would be convenient to automatically execute a specific (per-package) SQL script during package execution. I know I can use a script task for this, but ideally I would like to use an Execute SQL Task to do this. The reason I want to use an Execute SQL Task is that (for at least one reason) it can do this with no
work from me (as opposed to a script task which requires that I specify the SQL script to execute). If I wrap the Execute SQL Task in an Execute Process Task, and that Process Task invokes the package, then the package is executed twice (once by the Execute SQL Task and again by the Process Task). If the package fails, that second instance of the package is not called, so the entire package fails silently (which is undesirable). The best solution I can think of is to
manually invoke the package a second time. Is there a better way to do this? A: I recommend a wrapper package that will run the package and a separate utility that will run the SQL script and set a flag indicating if there were any errors. Then you can run the wrapper package or the utility one from the Execute SQL task. Q: How to read a statement like "whatever live with it" in Japanese? The original sentence is from a ̶̅̅̅ ̅͋ ̆̃̅░ ̶͋́́́ ̶̀ ̶̀ ̶̆́ ̶̆͋̅̅ ̶̄̄̈́ ̶̶̚ ̶̶́͋̈́̈ ̶́̈́͋̈ ̶̶̈́́͋̈́̊ ̶̶̏̍́ͅ ̶́͋̈̈́̈́̍ ̶́͊̂̾ ̶̶̐̌̉ ̶̶̃̒̆̈ ̶̶̐̀̈́ ̶́͊̑̈ ̾́̌̈
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